RAJASTHAN FINANCIAL CORPORATION
(FR Section)

RFC/23FR/HO/Policy-24/ 1953

CIRCULAR
(FR No. 317)

Reg.: Follow-up of Cases Filed Under Section - 32G.

This year the Corporation has introduced the system of motivational incentive to Government officials contributing to recovery of Corporation's dues under Section - 32G. This strategy has yielded results certainly in the area where Branch officials are pursuing the Government functionaries at personal levels. Even in some of the branches, an official has been deputed to assist/ supplement the efforts of Tehsildar wherever notice of demand for Corporation dues are issued. It is experienced that in such branches the loanees, against whom Section-32G is invoked, are registering their cases in large numbers.

Therefore, it is incumbent on all concerned to follow-up the action of Section-32G at the level of SDO/ Tehsildar and whenever they visit field, they should also contact the concerned Patwari who is in fact catalysing the action. The District Collectors have also been requested to help Corporation in the recoveries by taking action u/s 32G. Copy of the letter is being enclosed for ready reference.
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